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ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
IN GENERAL EDUCATION 

 
SUMMARY REPORT 

 
Use this form to provide a summary report on campus-based assessment 

of student learning outcomes in General Education 
 

 
Prepared by Laurel M. Garrick Duhaney, Associate Provost, duhaneyl@newpaltz.edu           
                                                                                                             845-257-3287 (voice) 

 
 
Name of Institution:  SUNY at New Paltz  Academic Year: Spring 2013   
{specify name of branch campus, if relevant} 
 

 

 
A.  Assessment Process 
  
Because we have new administrators and faculty, I think it is good practice to periodically describe our GE 
assessment processes. Our GE assessment processes organize assessment activities in an annual cycle; 
provide support, resources, and training to faculty; facilitate their sharing of models and best practices; 
and reinforce and sustain a climate of assessment and ongoing improvement on campus. Every year we 
begin our cycle of assessment activities with email notices from the Associate Provost to faculty and 
administrators about their participation in GE assessments in the upcoming semester and about the 
annual General Education Forum.  At the General Education Forum faculty are reminded of the knowledge 
and competency categories to be assessed the following spring, of where to locate resources and 
information about our assessment policies and procedures, and hear from colleagues about the changes 
that they made as a result of their GE course assessments. At the forum faculty also collaborate with 
colleagues in small disciplinary groups to draft assessment plans, learn about the GE sample, and how and 
when to submit their GE course assessment data.  
 
We held a GE Assessment Forum on October 3, 2012 for those who would participate in the upcoming 
sprig 2013 GE course assessments. Forty-two full- and part-time faculty, as well as staff and administrators, 
participated in the one-day forum.    
 
The next significant event in the annual GE assessment cycle that occurs in the fall is faculty’s submission 
of assessment plans for the spring GE course assessments.  The GE Board chair and Associate Provost email 
faculty information about submitting assessment plans for their GE course(s) (e.g., where to locate 
resources for writing plans, who to contact for assistance, and when and where to submit plans). The GE 
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Board meets bi-monthly throughout the fall and into the spring, and following careful review of each plan, 
provides feedback to faculty/departments on their assessment plans. Members of the GE Board also meet 
with individual and small groups of faculty to help them to design their assessment plans. We believe that 
these activities significantly improve the process for faculty. 
 
In the spring, faculty conduct the assessments and submit their data no later than the day that grades are 
due in May.  At the same time, faculty are invited to comment on what they learned in the course of 
teaching and assessing their courses, how they will modify their courses, and how we could improve the 
assessment process.  Staff in the Office of Institutional Research and Planning aggregate the GE course 
data into overall campus, school, and departmental reports by knowledge and competency categories. The 
Associate Provost assembles these aggregated reports into an overall campus report (see below) and 
school and departmental reports which she distributes to the provost, GE Board Chair, Presiding Officer of 
the Faculty, Deans, Associate Deans, Chairs, and Program Coordinators over the summer. These reports 
are attached to a cover letter from the Associate Provost instructing departments to schedule meetings to 
discuss the data and make plans for improvement in learning outcomes. 
 
Finally, department chairs and program coordinators submit departmental summary reports describing 
changes and results of changes made to the basis of the GE course assessments to their Associate Deans, 
Deans, and the Associate Provost.  These reports provide the impetus for meetings with individual 
departments and programs, as needed to follow up on plans outlined in the summary reports. 
 
 
Knowledge and Competency Categories Assessed in Spring 2012 
 
In spring 2013 we assessed the following General Education (GE) knowledge and competency 
categories: The Arts, Foreign Languages, Mathematics, Basic Communication-Written, and Diversity, 
Critical Thinking, Effective Expression-Witten, and Effective Expression-Aesthetic. Assessment results 
revealed that a majority of the students exceeded or met the student learning outcomes (SLOs) in the 
knowledge and skills and competency areas assessed.  Results also revealed that some students’ 
performance was less than satisfactory in the GE areas assessed. Below is a detailed summary of the 
assessments, inclusive of comments from faculty, and actions that I will take in my capacity as associate 
provost for academic affairs. 
 
 

  
 

RATINGS 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

The Arts            

Students will demonstrate 
understanding of at least one 
principal form of artistic expression 
and the creative process inherent 
therein. 259 241 93% 118 49% 84 35% 28 12% 11 5% 
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Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Art Number of Courses 12 
           

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Basic Communication - Written 
           Students will demonstrate the ability 

to revise and improve such texts. 206 187 91% 12 6% 124 66% 35 19% 16 9% 

Students will produce coherent texts 
within common college-level written 
forms. 206 187 91% 10 5% 128 68% 47 25% 2 1% 

Students will research a topic, develop 
an argument, and organize supporting 
details. 206 187 91% 21 11% 106 57% 47 25% 13 7% 

Basic Communication - Written  # 
Courses 11 

           

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Diversity 
           

Students will be able to analyze and 
synthesize sources objectively, 
incorporating some primary sources in 
the voices of that group. 376 368 98% 115 31% 156 42% 67 18% 30 8% 

Students will be able to describe the 
historical, social, cultural, or political 
perspectives in the U.S. society of at 
least one cultural, ethnic, racial, or 
historically underrepresented group 
towards itself and its place in society. 376 368 98% 119 32% 153 42% 76 21% 20 5% 
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Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Students will be able to identify 
national and global forces that have 
influenced or shaped the perspectives 
of others towards the 
underrepresented group(s) being 
studied. 376 368 98% 134 36% 163 44% 62 17% 9 2% 

Diversity Number of Courses 11 
           

 

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Foreign Languages 
           Students will demonstrate basic 

proficiency in the understanding and 
use of a foreign language. 278 268 96% 101 38% 113 42% 46 17% 8 3% 

Students will demonstrate knowledge 
of the distinctive features of culture(s) 
associated with the language they are 
studying. 278 268 96% 103 38% 97 36% 52 19% 16 6% 

Foreign Languages Number of 
Courses 13 

           

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Mathematics 
           

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to employ quantitative methods such 
as arithmetic, algebra, geometry or 
statistics to solve problems. 352 319 91% 100 31% 88 28% 89 28% 42 13% 

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to estimate and check mathematical 
results for reasonableness. 352 313 89% 127 41% 80 26% 73 23% 33 11% 
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Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to interpret and draw inferences from 
mathematical models such as 
formulas, graphs, tables and 
schematics. 352 314 89% 99 32% 96 31% 73 23% 46 15% 

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to recognize the limits of 
mathematical and statistical methods. 352 313 89% 78 25% 117 37% 67 21% 51 16% 

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to represent mathematical 
information symbolically, visually, 
numerically and verbally. 352 319 91% 77 24% 126 39% 64 20% 52 16% 

 

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Critical Thinking 
           Students will develop well-reasoned 

arguments. 404 380 94% 112 29% 131 34% 97 26% 40 11% 

Students will identify, analyze, and 
evaluate arguments as they occur in 
their own and others' work. 404 381 94% 96 25% 158 41% 82 22% 45 12% 

Critical Thinking Number of Courses 12 
           

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Effective Expression - Written 
           Students will be able to critique 

written discourse. 706 659 93% 161 24% 317 48% 136 21% 45 7% 

Students will be able to research 
topics, present arguments, and 
organize evidence. 706 662 94% 175 26% 313 47% 130 20% 44 7% 

Students will be able to write coherent 
and persuasive texts. 706 662 94% 161 24% 325 49% 136 21% 40 6% 
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Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Effective Expression - Written Courses 24 
           

 

 
Enrolled Assessed Exceeding Meeting Approaching 

Not 
Meeting 

 
N N % N % N % N % N % 

Effective Expression - Aesthetic 
           Students will be able to address 

subject matter in artwork and 
evaluate effective structures of 
artistic expression. 452 345 76% 105 30% 173 50% 50 14% 17 5% 

Students will be able to construct 
narrative or symbolic content through 
visual or performative means. 452 443 98% 151 34% 206 47% 66 15% 20 5% 

Students will be able to engage in 
critical discourse about 
artwork/performance relevant to the 
discipline. 452 345 76% 150 43% 125 36% 56 16% 14 4% 

Students will be able to identify 
formal components within 
artwork/performance that contribute 
to its content. 452 345 76% 100 29% 174 50% 59 17% 12 3% 

Effective Expression - Aesthetic 
Courses 13 

           

 

Comments 

 
Category : The Arts 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

We used a two part assessment:  A writing and an art component. Students who take ARE200 have 
many different majors from Business to Electrical Engineering.  Students’ art works were all well 
considered and well crafted. This is an unexpected plus as they get used to the reading and writing 
component of the course. 
 
Students performed best in the conceptual development and critical discourse categories 
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That students have varied experience with art and art mediums. This assessment does not truly rate 
the artistic development of introductory students. 
 
From my assessment process I learned that in my teaching I need to place greater emphasis on the 
relationship between form and process. I need to help the students to understand that the process of 
art making influences the form that the art takes. 
 
The assessment was a nice reminder to observe the course and its results from the larger perspective 
and goal, as well as the more individual successes students had throughout the semester. 
 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

Teaching Art Criticism online presents unique issues and posting problems. I would ask the students to 
include a reference object for scale when posting their art components. Also, I would ask for 1-2 
paragraph description for each discussion board posting. This assessment could also be treated as a 
"critique" with students giving each other comments and constructive criticism, together with my 
comments. 
 
Students responded to contemporary associations and application to ancient studies. I would move in 
this direction in additional areas of study. More repetition and application of artistic vocabulary. 
Would like to try group projects, however, a class this size 35-36 presents problems with this approach 
as there is too much material to cover. A recommendation for the college would be to include in the 
course description the timeline of Paleolithic thru Roman Empire only. This would enable the 
professor to cover more historical information and offer to the students a more cohesive 
understanding of ancient studies. 
 
If I were to teach the assignment again I would like to have the students spend more time with 
research and also give an extended lecture/presentation of artists who use the self-portrait in and 
outside of the metalsmithing field. 
 
If I do a collage again, it would NOT be a self-portrait. This was not challenging for them. 
 
I think that I might devote an extra class to having the students consider the specific aspects of 
theatrical rehearsal and production processes that affect the ways that plays are staged across 
historical time. 
 
Assessing art is like trying to put a square peg in a circular hole. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

PLEASE ask the committees and subcommittees to cc: all involved parties in the assessment process, 
not just the department heads. I never got the REVISED version of our department's ART assessment 
until AFTER I administered the assessment. I therefore used an older, longer version of the ART 
assessment. 
 
More personal input to the rubric is highly suggested. 
 
Assessing art is like trying to put a square peg in a circular hole. 
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The criteria were useful and the specificity of the descriptions both made sense for the assignment 
and helped my fellow teacher and I come to agreement. 
 
Although I did not use the rubric to evaluate my students work, it could prove to be a useful tool for 
grading standards. 
 
Please listen to feedback in the development phase of the assessment. We don't need to do things a 
certain way just because there is departmental precedent. 
 
Very beneficial, as it helps to determine how the courses can be improved upon. 
 
I believe it is difficult to assess the creative process. How does one effectively evaluate the beauty of a 
poem, the meaning of a piece of art or the moving qualities of a musical performance? We do our best 
to assess these areas, but in the end much of the learning and production process is very personal and 
intimate. 

 

 

 
Category: Basic Communication – Written 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

That students struggle across the board to understand the conventions and purpose of writing a 
research paper. 
 
I was reminded yet again that assessment of written documents is subjective and that what one 
assessor sees as acceptable is sometimes seen as deficiency in another. This is a major problem with 
our method of assessment. 
 
I think this assessment was a good opportunity for instructors to view the work of students from other 
sections of Composition and different styles of evaluating and coaching writing. 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

I do not know how to assess what changes I could make based on the above results. I have no way to 
determine why the assessor determined, for example, that 9 of my students did not fulfill the 
requirements for researching and developing arguments. I believe that my students fulfilled all of the 
requirements, so without having comments from the assessor about his/her assessment, I cannot 
possible know what changes could/should be made in the way I teach research and argument. 

Based on the data, I would spend a lot more time on MLA citation style and paper format, but that is 
not a priority for me relative to coherent arguments, thorough exemplification, and critical thinking. I 
will try to be stricter about the formal style issues without using much more time on it. 

What I learned is that--when I am being assessed--I must remember to assign a straightforward, 8-10 
paragraph expository/argument essay that is easily recognizable by any instructor. Like secondary 
teachers who have learned to teach to the test, instructors who assign creative assignments are 
usually penalized in these type of situations. Creativity and complexity tend to be devalued in 
assessment situations. 
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When next teaching Composition II, I would like to spend much more time on the essential theories 
and purposes behind different approaches to rhetoric, while assigning texts in which these theories 
and purposes can be clearly and memorably discerned. I relied too heavily this semester on the 
assumption that arguments would take shape more or less naturally according to the questions that 
were posed and the results that were sought. As it turns out, these matters are far from being 
intuitive for most students, and are especially foreign to those for whom discriminating reading habits 
have not been formed. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

The process was beneficial overall. 
 
Let's be honest. It is very difficult to assess essays across sections when instructors are permitted to 
create their own assignments. If we are going to attempt these types of assessments, then we have to 
assign the same texts and assignments and just "teach to the assignment." What we are doing now is 
somewhat haphazard and penalizes those of us whose assignments are non-traditional. Because my 
assignment was more real world than academic, the evaluator did not fully attend to the arguments 
that the students had constructed. 
 
In this particular assessment, it was good to see what other students from other classes wrote. It is 
also good feedback to see margin notes from other instructors. 
 
Because of its subjectivity, I do not see the value in this type of assessment. It is the end of the 
semester and my students will move on to study with other teachers who do not see these results and 
will not, therefore, know that someone determined that 9 of my students are deficient in writing 
arguments. How, then, will the future instructor address these deficiencies? I do not see the value in 
all of this work. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Category: Diversity 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

I have learned that the vast majority of the students would better comprehend the core concepts of 
the course through a comparative framework analysis. By juxtaposing the past with the present, it 
would promote the mastery of the subject matter. Additionally, it would allow the students to 
understand how the fundamental concepts outlined in the course transcend time, space, and place. 
 
I feel we are placing our students in an awkward position by asking them to generalize about the 
perspective of an underrepresented group. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to ask them to 
describe the perspective of a particular character or author who comes from an underrepresented 
group. 
 
(I did this and then when I hit "submit" it all disappeared... I'll try to recreate my comments.) I want 
the assessment process to more closely align with the grading process. I will need to refine and clarify 
aspects of the assignment that seem to be unclear. 
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Students found it challenging to establish and discuss the relationship between schooling and the 
experiences of underrepresented groups. It was difficult for them to make connections between 
structural inequities and the experiences of students in classrooms. 
 
Lower division students are, indeed, capable of critically reflecting on cultural, social, and institutional 
factors related to diversity and applying these concepts to an analysis of their educational 
experiences. 
 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

Based upon the assessment data, I plan to implement more small group exercises/projects; as a 
means of strengthening the core content of the course. 
 
I would prepare my students more carefully to integrate peer reviewed scholarly sources into an 
argumentative essay. This is not something we generally do in 200 level English courses. At least 1/2 
my students were transfers who just arrived from a community college. Next time, I would review 
their rough drafts even more carefully with them. 
 
More focus on global forces, in particular the role of the United Nations and the Convention on 
Persons with Disabilities; more clearly linking the issue of human rights with the issues that confront 
persons with disabilities. Students did not articulate this particularly well. This should improve the 
percentage of those meeting/exceeding the standard for the second objective. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

I found the assessment process to be useful in identifying the needs of the students. 
 
This is the second time I am involved on the GEIII Assessment and this time around I was more 
comfortable with the whole process. 
 
I am glad we were allowed and encouraged to share the rubric with the students in advance. Ours was 
a bit strange because it asked them to focus on the perspective of women (51% of population), and 
many of my students wrote about male characters from the last novel and play we read. Please warn 
us that all our answers will be erased if we do not initially log in with ID. Thank you for arranging this. 
 
A stipend should be added to an instructor's contract for a semester in which an assessment is 
required as the process adds 25 to 30 additional hours of workload from conceiving and designing an 
assignment, editing it (if required by the Board), assisting students if they have questions during the 
completion phase, reading, correcting and assessing the finished papers against the rubrics and finally 
organizing and entering the data. This would go a long way towards reassuring instructors that their 
additional time and effort is truly valued by the GE Board and the University. 
 
I find it most helpful as a way to see and further refine the assignment. 
 
The process seemed to work very well; I appreciate the ongoing support I received. 
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Category: Foreign Languages 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

What I learned from this assessment is that most students are more concerned with the learning of 
the language to pass the course with a good grade. They do not understand the importance of being 
bilingual in this country. Second, some of them did not do their best because Span 201 is the last 
Spanish course they had to take. I have some students who really wanted to learn the target language 
and they did their best effort. 
 
 
With a large class of 23 (both ACTFL and the MLA recommend a foreign language class of no more 
than 15 students), one initial goal was to set challenging, yet realistic, standards. I then did my best to 
set up a course in which the more skilled students would help pull the bottom of the class up, instead 
of letting weaker students drag stronger ones down. I also made sure that more challenged learners 
were never overwhelmed or left behind. Standards were exceeded and/or met by a large majority in 
both categories: 74% for language, and 69% for culture. Such positive results must have to do with the 
fact that throughout the semester, whenever I had the opportunity, I (usually briefly) went over, or 
reiterated, items covered earlier in the semester for language, grammar, and culture. Regular use of 
short films, videos, and Power Point presentations seems to have been instrumental in helping 
students retain cultural knowledge of the distinctive features of French and Francophone cultures. 
 
I saw what I already knew, that the course Intermediate Spanish 201 is a mixture of levels, as some of 
the students have a high level and others a low one, so that what makes this course difficult to teach 
 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

Change the online program; to make it more interesting and appealing. A new language method 
should be attractive nowadays, if we know that language learning have other online enemies like 
Facebook, video games, to name the few. It means that a language can be learned through some 
games and e-interactive verbal and nonverbal tools. 
 
One challenge of this class is that the population of heritage, native and non-native speakers varies 
from semester to semester and that changes the dynamics of the class dramatically. Although I think I 
have been able to meet many of the challenges this creates, in the future I have to make some 
adjustments for the program to be flexible enough to better serve every student need. 
 
I think it would be very helpful if at the end of the class, maybe every two weeks, the students were 
given 15 minutes to write. That would improve their skills and give them more confidence. I was 
thinking even of creating a workshop outside the classroom to share their writings. Maybe once a 
month, or so. 
 
None, based on this. I tweak and change my teaching constantly, based on daily interactions with 
students, structured feedback from them and from my peers, and knowing where each student 
'stands' at any time. This is an active, engaged, communicative language course; students turn in 
assignments and demonstrate their level of understanding and ability each class period - they are 
continually being assessed. The 10 questions about culture and the writing sample during the final 
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exam, in comparison, are insignificant. 

I may make more notice of the objectives during the semester when I assign problems and evaluate 
the students. 
 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

It would be nice to not have to do these, or have it already a set evaluation process. This assessment is 
time consuming and not necessarily comparable to the other classes because it was limited to 
responses on single problems. Many factors influenced the outcome where students may have done 
better on the same objective if I had merely selected a different problem. 
 
This tool failed to correctly submit the results the first time (in each class), and since there is no 
apparent way to save the results, I had to re-enter everything again. Unsatisfactory. 
 
Having the Department delegate the submission of this material to a single entity (assessment 
committee chair, for instance - or perhaps department chair) would allow the data to be processed in 
an aggregate manner (which matches the understanding of the process that faculty have) and would 
reduce faculty workload overall and would increase response rate - and the data collected would be 
more meaningful, perhaps.  
 
The person who scored the assessment noted that some questions were oddly worded or were 
answered incorrectly by all students. Perhaps the assessment materials should be reviewed to avoid 
such a situation. 
 
Streamline it and do not ask the same instructors to assess their courses more than two out of every 
four consecutive semesters. This would make the workload more equitable and encourage faculty to 
put more thought and time into the assessments. 

 

 
 

 
Category: Math 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

The best assessment is simply the GPA; the assessment questions do not reflect overall performance. 
 
This particular assessment is not organized well to take the multiple teaching approaches to this class 
into account - two of the main concepts assessed are things that are taught in the last two weeks of 
the class as I have things organized (which led to me having to give the material out to students after 
the last day of class - which affected response rate; measuring concepts that are universally taught in 
the first half of this kind of class (if such concepts exist) would be better. 
 
The course seems well-aligned with what is assessed. 
 
Students can use formulas and present their findings in a variety of formats, but they are less able to 
think mathematically and display numeracy (e.g., objectives 4, 5). 
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Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

I may make more notice of the objectives during the semester when I assign problems and evaluate 
the students. 
 
I think we may want to change the measuring instrument to make sure that all instructors' 
organizational styles are encapsulated and addressed by the instrument. 
 
If I teach the course again, I will include more practice determining which statistics to use for a given 
set of data, variables, and research questions. This is a practical skill that students need to develop 
more. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

It would be nice to not have to do these, or have it already a set evaluation process. This assessment is 
time consuming and not necessarily comparable to the other classes because it was limited to 
responses on single problems. Many factors influenced the outcome where students may have done 
better on the same objective if I had merely selected a different problem. 
 
This tool failed to correctly submit the results the first time (in each class), and since there is no 
apparent way to save the results, I had to re-enter everything again. Unsatisfactory. 
 
Having the Department delegate the submission of this material to a single entity (assessment 
committee chair, for instance - or perhaps department chair) would allow the data to be processed in 
an aggregate manner (which matches the understanding of the process that faculty have) and would 
reduce faculty workload overall and would increase response rate - and the data collected would be 
more meaningful, perhaps.  
 
The person who scored the assessment noted that some questions were oddly worded or were 
answered incorrectly by all students. Perhaps the assessment materials should be reviewed to avoid 
such a situation. 
 
Streamline it and do not ask the same instructors to assess their courses more than two out of every 
four consecutive semesters. This would make the workload more equitable and encourage faculty to 
put more thought and time into the assessments. 
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GE COMPETENCIES 
 

 
Category: Critical Thinking 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

Students were able to analyze the arguments of authors much more easily than being able to develop 
their own arguments in relation to the work of others. 
 
Students still have difficulty developing well-reasoned arguments. 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

I plan to make changes, but not based on assessment data. Instead, I will make changes based on a 
discussion I had with another instructor as we were trying to assess inter-rater reliability. We had 
difficulty because we assigned different things to be assessed. What ensued was an amazingly 
productive discussion on the design of assignments and the framing of questions. This discussion is 
what I will base changes on, rather than numbers. I think assessment is a good idea, but that numbers 
aren't very useful. 
 
If I were to teach the course again, I might add more opportunities for discussion involving critical 
thinking during instructional time and also add more critical thinking questions on written 
assignments. I would look for additional ways to facilitate the development of critical thinking skills as 
part of the course work. 
 
I need to spend more time working with students on the vocabulary to analyze their own and others' 
work. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

The assessment process at New Paltz is helpful and provides valuable information about how we are 
doing with meeting the GE objectives in our course. The process helps us to look at our instructional 
methods and continue to find better ways to serve our students. It also helps us continue with our 
own learning experience as educators. 
 
Your assessment process clearly guides the instructor towards the course objective and also make the 
instructor understand the learning abilities of the students. Their strength and weakness 
 
I humbly suggest that the methodological issues with the assessment makes it very difficult to provide 
meaningful feedback for course improvement.  
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Category: Effective Expression – Written 
 
Comments from Faculty 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

I was somewhat disappointed by the quality of work in this assignment. Most students did not use the 
course reading and discussion, and this would need to be emphasized Therefore, there was not as 
much substance or research to substantiate personal perspectives. 
 
Given the irregular results, I think I will have to make some adjustment to the instrument. The three 
categories should overlap more closely (at least in my mind, since they are all interrelated). At the 
same time, it makes sense to me that students would be weakest in category #2, given the level of this 
course and their preparation in writing analytic essays. One of the things I have discovered by applying 
my rubric is that students are often able to critique, but without a clear basis of the logical 
underpinnings of that critique. 
 
This is my THIRD attempt to submit this data. The first two attempts included very detailed responses. 
I can only assume the detailed responses resulted in non-submission of the data. So I will be brief. 
(More detailed response available upon request.) 
 
I emphasize clear, organized writing in my Intro Philosophy classes. My student show marked 
improvement in this skill from their first writing assignment to the last (which is the one assessed). I 
credit some of their success to class time spent specifically on writing skills, but mainly on 
personalized written feedback to their early papers. 
 
That the students in this class need more exercise in finding, assessing and using information from the 
internet (without plagiarizing). That the final essay should be shifted to earlier in the course so they 
can learn from their mistakes and possibly improve them. That the students enjoyed working 
independently on figuring out a policy and that, some with a bit more support, they can do a good job, 
and that this is a good way to get them engaged in some central and important discussions. 
 
This type of research and writing project requires incremental assignments to assist with student 
mastery of the aforementioned objectives. 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

I would emphasize the use of more references. I asked for library as well as internet research. 
Predictably, there was very little substantial research as well as a negligible amount. I would prepare 
students more thoroughly what scholarly research is. I would also assign less writing assignments, and 
give students the assignment earlier, so that they can have more time to prepare. 
 
It's clear that I need to spend more time on the issue of rhetoric (both the ability to detect and analyze 
it in texts and the application of it in one's own writing). Since this course also covers "Ethical 
Reflection," I can merge the two into overlapping sessions. 
 
I would build a mandatory consultation into the syllabus. 
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A good part of every course I teach involves teaching these basic skills in addition to the required 
content. 
 
I will be drawing up a "Dos" and "Don'ts" list of recurring student writing problems.   
 
While the assessment data are useful, the sample size is too small to use them as a predictive tool. I 
find the most useful data are from the first writing assignments I collect from my students at the start 
of the semester. These show the particular needs my students have in terms of their writing skills. In 
recent years, my students seem to have a grasp on writing summaries and opinion papers, but little 
experience in critiquing arguments or presenting arguments of their own. I am sure to be 
incorporating even more opportunities for practicing this skill into the course material in the future. 
 
more emphasis on the qualities of strong, persuasive writing; more non-graded writing in class 
 
I might reduce the number of quizzes and increase the number of writing assignments. 
 
I decided to take out another too complicated assignment and shift the main essay for this course to 
earlier in the semester so that the results can be used in the course and students can learn from their 
mistakes. I plan to spend specific time on items such as annotated bibliography, central questions, 
finding and assessing information and plagiarism. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

If this assessment is to be done thoughtfully and thoroughly, compensation is needed in terms of time 
release from another responsibility 
 
I like that I had to think about this up front. In the end, while no one writing assignment was longer 
than 4 pages they wrote a total of 9 papers that prompted a critical reflection of self and society. They 
were able to provide critique on the biographies of a variety of Black and Latino leaders from Che to 
Obama. Not only did they learn more about these historical figures they had opportunities to offer 
commentary on how objective/subjective the writing was. 
 
It is difficult to do this at the same time that exams and final grades must be done, but I don't know 
another way. Whether formal assessment or informal assessment, I'd still come up with essentially 
the same ideas to improve student learning. 
 
It is difficult to do this at the same time that exams and final grades must be done, but I don't know 
another way. Whether formal assessment or informal assessment, I'd still come up with essentially 
the same ideas to improve student learning. 
 
Keep the process in its current form, which I find to be helpful. 
 
The objectives for assessments should be more narrowly defined to focus on the purposes or stated 
learning outcomes of a given course; for example, for 200-level literature courses, the expectation 
that research and argument should be part of the assessment is perhaps too broad. Finally, here is my 
annual statement of protest at being forced to participate in this GE Assessment process without 
remuneration of any kind. The thanks that are offered to adjunct faculty who conduct this time-
consuming professional task are meant to be courteous, but are, in fact, insultingly inadequate. Our 
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participation should not be considered an obligation nor a standard part of the job. It is not. It is 
additional work without additional pay for us, the most woefully underpaid (considered on a salary 
scale) and the most exploited. The Board of Trustees owes us appropriate remuneration, or should 
assign this task only to full-time faculty. 
 
I truly respect the assessment process and believe it is incredibly helpful to improve teaching and 
learning standards, and strive for best practices. I believe there is ample support and that the process 
is clear and straightforward. However, faced with this 40 student cap GE course comprised of various 
constituencies with different needs and learning styles as is usually the case, I can say with certainty 
that it is very difficult to improve the number of students meeting or exceeding standards. I feel very 
strongly that more needs to be done to have a lower cap for GE courses to reach all students and 
meet their needs at a very critical point in their college career, their first year. I also feel that it would 
be helpful for me to attend a workshop on strategies to teach large classes, and that these types of 
workshops should be a permanent part of the assessment process. 
 
I do not understand the process very well. What happens to all this feedback? What, if anything, 
changes? With regard to the limited writing skills of even good students, what is the meaning of 
"exceeds" or "meets"? I am personally inclined to put my A students into the "meets" section, but this 
seems illogical considering that almost all the students I've taught over the past years have the same 
problem and some are still considered honor students. Please note that the number of enrolled 
students does not reflect those who have dropped out, largely due to "not meeting" standards. 
 
Reflecting on why and how we assess so that out pedagogy and assessment methods are related. This 
exercise is useful because it stimulates this type of reflection, looking at outcomes, objectives and how 
to help our students achieve these. 

 

 

 

 
Category: Effective Expression – Aesthetic 
 
Comments from Faculty 
 

Please describe what you learned from your assessment: 

I learned that students are increasingly unfamiliar with names, events, and places in history that they 
need to know as background in order to understand the lectures and readings. They are also 
underprepared in areas such as spelling, grammar, proper usage, etc. Still, their analytical skills are 
fairly well-developed, and are further developed through the types of assessments I assign in the class 
to formally evaluate their progress. I also believe that current students are more visually literate than 
those of just five years ago. 
 
Too many of my students are only approaching the standard for the assessment. My task is to lift 
them into the zone where they meet the standard. 
 
The assignment of "self-portrait" which is what the Art Department agreed to have as the basis of the 
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assessment was widely and interestingly interpreted. 
 
I learned that when I clearly lay out and give the rubrics to the students (ahead of time) they work 
towards those goals listed on the rubric. 
 
Non-Art majors can easily understand and use symbols. However, formal skills are more difficult for 
them. 
 
Doing assessment is a good thing for instructors to evaluate students. I have learned how to evaluate 
better my students through the very detailed scale in order to be fair as much as I can. I could also 
learn about all approaches of solving specific problems of every project. 

Based upon these assessment data, what changes might you make if you were to teach this course 
again? 

I would work more with comparisons of art works in my lectures, so that the students are clearer 
regarding thinking and writing in this way. I would take more care in the choice of the images that I 
presented. 
 

I will continue my efforts to communicate the more complex historical relationships involved in the 
discipline, a process that I regularly revisit and tweak each semester that I teach. The assessment data 
really have very little direct bearing on this. 

What suggestions or feedback do you have about the assessment process at New Paltz? 

The most useful element of the assessment was taking the time to sit down with one of my colleagues 
teaching the same course. The generation of these numbers is of very little pedagogical value to me; 
however, the process of discussing how we were each teaching the course was very enlightening, and 
is something that I think we need to do more often/thoughtfully, not just in the context of this 
minimally helpful assessment exercise. 
 
It is confusing to have two sets of criteria, one from the SUNY Board of Trustees and one from SUNY 
New Paltz. 
 
I suggest that you inform the instructors directly as to the specifics of the process and what practical 
function it serves. Yes, it helped me to gauge my effectiveness as instructor in certain respects, but 
literally to whom do the results of assessment process and to what end? Who is really being assessed? 
The student body as a whole? The faculty member? The efficacy of the classroom experience at SUNY 
NP? Is this part of some sort of overhaul campaign to boost classroom performance of 
someone/everyone involved? In terms of "feedback" regarding student performance, how does this 
assessment really differ from or augment the set of grades assigned to students at the end of a 
semester? 
 
Allowing faculty to craft subdiscipline-specific questions would be more useful than a one-size-fits-all 
approach. A five-year interval between assessments would also be preferable to the current three-
year cycle. 
 
The rubric and the learning outcomes seem connected in content but it is hard to evaluate students 
with rubric and translate it to learning outcomes which seemed to be the order of this process. 
 
The questions 1 and 3 as they apply to physical artworks are too similar. 
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I appreciate the e-version this semester! This is very time consuming to carry out with these large GE 
courses. We already give students creative assignments, but the rubric and extra report is indeed a 
little... thornish? This e-version makes it a bit more convenient. Thank you. I also have found, for 
instance, this aesthetic expression assessment would have made more sense in a seminar or 
studio/performance course. We unfortunately cannot have each student "perform" in such a large 
class, where so much material is being covered. I enjoy giving out this songwriting assignment, (I do it 
every semester), but trying to design the rubric categories to fit this was a stretch at times. That's all! 

 
 
 
 
Highlights of Faculty Perceived Benefits of the GE Assessments 
 
A number of faculty reported that they will use the assessment results to make changes to their 
teaching including implementing smaller group projects, assigning more challenging activities, refining 
the rubric, and building in mandatory student consultation into the syllabus). They also commented on 
the benefits of the assessments (e.g., learning how their colleagues evaluated students’ writing samples 
and how they coached students to improve their writing skills, reading other instructors’ margin notes, 
collaborating with others to develop assignments and rubrics and in norming those rubrics).  For 
example, one faculty stated,  
 

I plan to make changes, but not based on assessment data. Instead, I will make changes  
based on a discussion I had with another instructor as we were trying to assess inter-rater 
reliability. We had difficulty because we assigned different things to be assessed. What ensued 
was an amazingly productive discussion on the design of assignments and the framing of 
questions. This discussion is what I will base changes on, rather than numbers. I think assessment 
is a good idea, but that numbers aren't very useful. 

 
Faculty also reported that they learned important information about their students. For example, one 
faculty wrote, “Lower division students are, indeed, capable of critically reflecting on cultural, social, and 
institutional factors related to diversity and applying these concepts to an analysis of their educational 
experiences.” And another wrote, 
 

I have learned that the vast majority of the students would better comprehend the  
core concepts of the course through a comparative framework analysis. By juxtaposing  
the past with the present, it would promote the mastery of the subject matter. Additionally,  
it would allow the students to understand how the fundamental concepts outlined in the  
course transcend time, space, and place. 

 
There were several positive comments about the assessment process.  They ranged from retaining the 
assessment in its current form to expressions of gratitude for the orderliness of the process and for the 
ongoing support provided to faculty.  
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Faculty Comments for Consideration and/or Action  
 
Several comments from faculty require careful consideration and in some cases action by college 
administrators and others (e.g., GE Board). Here are some of the comments. In previous administrations 
of the GE assessments, part-time faculty have stated that it is time-consuming to assess their courses 
and this year several faculty again raised this as an issue as well as the need for stipends to conduct the 
assessments.  We offer a $100 stipend to part-time faculty who participate in the assessments, which 
some regard as woefully inadequate.  One part-time faculty suggested that adequate compensation 
should be given or that only full-time faculty should be assigned the task of assessing GE courses. 
 
A few faculty stated that instructors should be informed about the assessment process and the practical 
function it serves. The faculty questioned whether grades were not a sufficient form of assessment. 
 
I found the following comment both thoughtful and candid. 
  

I truly respect the assessment process and believe it is incredibly helpful to improve  
teaching and learning standards, and strive for best practices. I believe there is ample  
support and that the process is clear and straightforward. However, faced with this 40  
student cap GE course comprised of various constituencies with different needs and  
learning styles as is usually the case, I can say with certainty that it is very difficult to  
improve the number of students meeting or exceeding standards. I feel very strongly  
that more needs to be done to have a lower cap for GE courses to reach all students  
and meet their needs at a very critical point in their college career, their first year. I  
also feel that it would be helpful for me to attend a workshop on strategies to teach  
large classes, and that these types of workshops should be a permanent part of the  
assessment process. 

 
The teaching of transfer students arose as an issue for attention. One faculty commented that she 
needed to give more time and attention to some transfer students, many of whom showed deficiencies 
in content, skills, and competencies.  
 
It appears as though some faculty were not involved in developing the course assessment plans but 
were required to use them. This could possibly account for the comment from a faculty that she/he did 
not use the rubric because it wasn’t useful.  
     
Faculty reported two kinds of problems were encountered in using the my.newpaltz.edu database. 
Several faculty indicated that they were timed out of the database while they were entering their GE 
course assessment data. One faculty lost her data because she reportedly did not log into 
my.newpaltz.edu before entering her course information. The first issue will be addressed; however, I 
discussed this second issue with Computer Services who are at a loss as to how the faculty could have 
entered her course information into the database before first logging into the system.  
 
 
Modifications to GE Courses Based on the Spring 2012 GE Assessments 
 
In spring 2012 we assessed Basic Communication – Oral, American History, Other World Civilization, 
Critical Thinking (which was infused in courses in these content areas), Effective Expression – Oral, Ethical 
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Reflection, and Information Management.  Faculty reported the following curricular adjustments to their 
teaching and their courses:  
 
Basic Communication – Oral – Faculty engaged students in more oral presentations throughout the 
semester. They also made greater use of the rubric. 
 
American History – Faculty adjusted the percentage of assigned readings and class discussions by assigning 
fewer readings. 
 
Other World Civilization – Faculty revised the rubric and some were more rigorous in their grading. 
 
Critical Thinking – Students were required to spend more time developing arguments. 
 
Ethical Reflection – Students were given more opportunities to analyze abstract ethical arguments. 
 
Information Management – Students were given more in-depth introduction to the tools they might use to 
conduct research. Some instructors spent more time teaching their students how to synthesize and 
incorporate information into supporting evidence in their research papers. Faculty also refined the rubric. 
 
 
Proposed Actions in Response to the Spring 2013 GE Course Assessment findings   
      
The College (i.e., Cabinet, Associate Provost, Deans, Associate Deans, Chairs, and GE Board will continue to 
support the teaching and assessing of our GE curriculum through such activities as presentations to faculty, 
chairs and other college administrators; workshops in the Teaching/Learning Center; norming/calibrations 
sessions; attendance at professional conferences; and meetings with small groups of faculty in their 
departments. When the GE Board reconvenes in the fall 2014 semester, it will review and discuss the 
spring 2014 GE assessment results with a view toward support faculty to carry out these assessments and 
improving the process. 
 
Special attention will be given to faculty comments and how they may be used to further systematize 
the assessment process and make it more useful. There are a few comments that we get annually to 
which we have been so far unable to realize. For example, we are aware that the $100 honorarium 
offered to part-time faculty is at best a “thank you” and acknowledgement of our gratitude for faculty 
participation in the assessments. It is not possible to increase the stipend amount given to faculty at this 
time, nor is it likely that we will be able to assign the teaching and assessing of all GE courses to full-time 
faculty—something that has been suggested.  I, however, favor the idea of designating full-time faculty 
to teach and assess GE courses and will advocate for this when new faculty are hired.   
 
Once again a few faculty questioned the usefulness of the GE course assessments. They wondered how 
the information was being used by top administration. A few faculty also asked why grades were not 
considered a sufficient form of assessment. We will continue to provide information to faculty about GE 
assessment measures as well as about changes to student learning and the assessment process itself 
that result from the assessments.  
 
Although one faculty reported that the assessments were “incredibly helpful to improve teaching and 
learning standards,” that there is ample support for assessment, and that the process is clear and 
straightforward, the same faculty reportedly found it difficult to help some students meet and exceed 
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standards due to a large class size in an introductory GE course. The faculty also stated that she would 
find it beneficial to attend a workshop on strategies to teach large classes—which we will try to provide. 
We also will review the enrollments in GE courses with a view toward recommending lowering the caps 
in large sections, if defensible. 
 
I am not sure if there is a problem to be addressed relative to one faculty’s comment about the need to 
devote more time and attention to transfer students who lack proficiencies in certain content, skills, and 
competencies. However, we will look into this concern.  
 
Unlike previous assessment cycles, this spring several faculty reported that they were timed-out of the 
my.newpaltz.edu database in the course of entering their GE assessment information. This problem was 
unforeseen and regrettable. I have already discussed the glitch with Computer Services and obtained 
assurance that the problem will be fixed well before the spring 2014 cycle of assessments.  
 
Beyond the foregoing, we will share the assessments results with members of the campus community 
and will ask that faculty meet in disciplinary groups to review the information and to act on it. We will 
ask that faculty submit brief reports, routed through their Chair to their Associate Dean and Dean, then 
to the Associate Provost, describing how they used the assessment information.    
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